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PREFACE 

This monograph on Soviet chemistry is one of eleven reports 
on Soviet capabilitdes in major scientific fields over the next 10 
years. Monographs II through XI in the series are designed to 
support the conclusions found in Monograph I which is an over- 
all evaluation of Soviet science and will be published last. The 
intelligence provided in this volume (VII) emphasizes the trends 
in Soviet chemical research. It also points out the signitlcance of 
such research, gives the probability of the &viet& attaining their 
stated goals within the next 10 years, and includes some com- 
parison with Western efforts in strategic and priority areas of 
work. It should be noted that this monograph ernphadms 
fundamental research and does not include such topics as chemi- 
cal warfare agents, which are discussed in other intelligence 
reports. The titles of all publications in this series are aa follows: 

MONWRAPH NO. TITLE 
I Summary Estimate 

11 Policy, Organization, Planning, and Con- 
trol of Soviet Science and Technology 

III Scientific and Technical Manpower in the 
USSR 

Iv Physics 
V Mathematics 

V I  Geophysical Sciences 
VII chemistry 

VIII Metallurgy 
Ix EleCtronics 
X Medical Sciences 

X I  Biological and Agricultural ‘Sciences 
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CHEMISTRY 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An assessment of Soviet activity and capa- 
bilities in selected fields of chemical research 
indicates that the quality of Soviet research 
varies considerably from field to field. In 
general, the Soviet Union has made few sig- 
nificant original contributions in recent years 
and is definitely behind the United States in 
the magnitude and level of the research effort. 
The consistently high quality of Soviet re- 
search in a few fields and the marked progress 
in others of priority importance, however, in- 
dicate that at the end of this estimate period 
USSR research in chemistry and chemical 
engineering will be close to that of the United 
States in all fields of importance. 

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Basic research in organic chemistry is ex- 

cellent in several fields but is generally con- 
centrated in areas exploited 3 to 5 years ago 
in the United States. Access to U.S. work is 
current, however, and during the period of 
this estimate, USSR research should more 
closely parallel that of the United States. 
The greatest improvement will probably be in 
organometallic compounds, synthetic flbers, 
acetylene chemistry products, pharmaceuti- 
cals, rubber, and plastics. 

Soviet organophosphorus research is quite 
advanced and has produced significant con- 
tributions to the literature. The USSR capa- 
bility in this field is probably greater than that 
of the United States; and from a military 
standpoint, the USSR may be five years in 
advance of the United States. Soviet strength 
in this fleld, because of its direct connection 
with CW nerve agents, will pose a major threat 
to the United States for the next 10 years. 
During this latter period, we believe the 80- 
viets will continue or possibly increase their 
efforts is fhh field. 

Research and development in macromolec- 
ular chemistry is aimed at problems which 
were current three years earlier in the United 
States. In the development of new high- 
temperature-resistant polymers the Soviets 
have deiinite capabilities because of extensive 
research in organophosphorus and organo- 
silicon chemistry. Research in polyamide 
chemistry and related synthetic flbers is al- 
most on a par with that of the United States. 
In other synthetic flber research, the USSR 
lags. Despite an early and excellent history of 
research in synthetic rubber, recent research 
has been reflected only to a limited extent in 
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the technology of the rubber industry. Du- 
ing the period of this estimate, USSR capa- 
bilities in macromolecular chemistry will in- 
crease at a fairly rapid rate but will not sur- 
pass those of the United States. 
During the next decade, USSR research and 

development in ion exchange resins as a p  
plied to nuclear energy fields will probably 
reach a par with that of the United States 
because of the great emphasis given to nu- 
clear energy. In addition, the USSR will re- 
ceive support from Czechoslovakia and East 
Oermany who also have strong capablUties in 
ion exchwe  resin research and development. 
Both of these countries are actively using 
these resins in uranium ore processing and for 
other industrial uses. The Soviet Union, how- 
ever, will probably not proceed at a very rapid 
rate within the next ten years in other ap- 
plied aspects of ion resin technology directed 
toward the consumer market, such as utiliza- 
tion of this work in food, medical, pharma- 
ceutical, power, and water puriflcation indus- 
tries. 

Plastics incorporating glass fibers (e.g. fiber- 
grass) have taken on a particular importance 
because of the potential use in guided missiles; 
e.g., radomes. Although the Soviets have con- 
ducted some research on the chemical treat- 
dent  of glass fibers, we believe. that USSR re- 
search is behind that of the United States and 
will remain so during the estimate period. 

The >Soviet Union is giving increased em- 
phasis to pharmaceutical research to correct 
the present poor quality of a number of me- 
dicinal preparations. Because of this empha- 
sis and the demonstrated capabilities to devel- 
op original analgesic antispasmodic, and allca- 
loid-type drugs, effective and safe prepars. 
tions, should appear which will adequately 
replace presently inferior products over the 
next 10 years. It is probable that in a few 
areas of pharmaceutical research, USSR work 
will be more advanced than that in other 
countries. It is highly doubtful that overall 
USSR capabilities will approach the present 
high position of the United States in phar- 
maceutical research for many years. 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
Soviet physical chemists have a clear under- 

standing of basic combustion and chemical 
kinetics theory. Their research in these areas 
is on a par with that of Western chemists and 
can be depended on to solve fundamental and 
applied problems of military significance as 
demonstrated .by rapid advances in Soviet 
high-performance aircraft and missiles. 

Progress of nuclear chemistry as applied 
to chemical, chemical engineering, and metal- 
lurgical problems has been extremely rapid 
and has successfully supported the develop 
rnent and expansion of a signiflcant nuclear 
energy program. 
A few electrochemists in the USSR are com- 

petent, original, and outstanding experimen- 
talists. Soviet electrochemists as a group 
however, probably will do little unique re- 
search meriting world recognition. 

Soviet research in catalysis is generally com- 
parable with that of the ‘West and ha8 a great 
potential for signiflcant advances. 

During recent years, there has been an in- 
creasing diversification of Soviet work in .spec- 
troscopy to include high resolution spectro- 
scopy, new applications of infrared, and deter- 
mination of fiame temperatures. By 1987, in 
the few fields, such as high resolution spec- 
troscopy, in which there is now a lag, USSR 
research will become equivalent to that of the 
United States. 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
At the present time, the USSR is ao118ider- 

ably behind the United States in chemical 
engineering research and development, in 
large memuze because of the insufficient num- 
ber of trained chemical engineers. In view 
of the large number of well-trained chemical 
engineers now graduating, however, th is  gap 
should progressively narrow and possibly dis- 
appear entirely by 1967. 

PROPELLANTS AND EXPLOSIVES 
Soviet propellant research is primarily di- 

rected toward the development of reliable ma- 
terials and combinations which are logistical- 
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ly\available in the USSR. An unknown pro- 
portion of work is probably aimed at obtaining 
exotic fuels with high energy content. The 
soviet boron fuels program and other pro- 
grams directed .toward the development of 
exotic fuels appear to be relatively modest if 
judged by the limited amount of data avail- 
able for intelligence analysis. However, these 
programs could be at the same state of de- 
velopment as they we in the United States. 
The Soviets have ken t ly  boasted of having 
Ica new superpowedul 'liquid fuel," but the 
uncertainty, as to the size of their program 
Precludes a &m appraisal of their probable 
at€ainments within the next ten years. We 
believe, however, that Soviet research in this 
Add is capable of developing these materials 
although the probable inadequate amounts 
of unusual chemicals for unconventional fuel 
formulation,. testing, and research may limit 
their prbgressi 

Soviet Union efl'orts'in two important solid 
propellant materials, double-base smokeless 
powder and ammonium nitrate, were about 
on a level with those of the United States prior 
to 1949 *hen fesearch specifically aimed at 
gtlided missile Use was initiated in the United 
States. Soviet Union research in solid pro- 
pellants through IQS7 could equal that of the 
United States in all aspects including fabrica- 

. . . . .  . . . . . .  . . .  
. . .  , .  . .  . .  . .  

tion if . present probable high priorities' are. 
maintained. . . . .  

.. In applied +hd -fundamentai explosives, r e  
search, the USSR. is, on a par with .the United 
States. and &n ,be expected, to remain. so 
throughout the period of this estimate., 

, , '  

. :. L .  , : .; .: a. ' . 
; . . . .  : ,PETROL.EUM,.TECHNO~OGY, . . . 

FYndamental r&ch in refiging,;synthetic 
fuels, ' b d  petrochemicals :has been excellent, 
although the &viet Union.has made no sig-. 
nfficarif contributions 4ohdustrial fechno!ogy 
in thde  flelds; Soviet.scientists kiav8. showxi- 
a high .capability f& .adapting foreign pro& 
esses 'to their.op6ii needs. "In' the adjunct, Rkld 
of mechanical engineering, 0SSR.research has 
resulted in the development of a superior tur: 
bine dril.for oil well drilling, "&e Soflets 
.display a sound .&owledge of lubricantsand 
additive, although their publications and the. 
examhation :of samples of.:Sovie! lubri&tbg 
oils -do not disclose' the use of .new o?'..rioveI 
materials:' The Soviets 'have 'a c.apabmty 'foi 
synthesis of new ' lubricants' for .us& :in ' kirgh 
temperature engines.'.. By "1967, the 
Union will make,,some advances, h 'p'etroleum 
technology but the :general' level of their work 
will'reinain significantly behind that of. the 
United States. " . . . . . . .  

... . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  
. . .  . . .  ( 5  . . . . . . . . .  * .  

. . . . .  
ORGANIZATION, PLANNING,. AND .CONTROL,*' ' ,  " ,  ' 
. .  . . .  

ChedCal  and. chemical engineering re- 
search is conducted primarily by the Depart- 
ment of Chemical Sciences and Department 
of Technical SkJences of the Academy of Sci- 
ences, the Mihistry of Chemical Industry, and 
the Miribtry of Higher Education. Other 
agencies of the Soviet government such as the 
Ministry of Petroleum Industry conduct chem- 
ical research of immediate concern to them- 
selves. Specialhed military research such as 
unconventional fuels testing, is  carried out at 

*This topic fs treated In detail in Monograph 11. 
Organtecrtion, Planning, and Control of '80- 

t;o,':%ence and Technolo The general dkW3-  
don here serve8 to ernpha% certain details of the 
contrd of chemical and chemical engineering re- 
search in the Soviet Bloc. 

._ ' 

Plant 456, Khlmki, and Plant 1, .Podberezhye, 
under the sponsorship of the new State Com- 
mittee of Aviation Technology, and at NII 88, 
Kaliningrad and Branch 1 at Oshtashkov un- 
der the Ministry of Defense. 

The plenum sessions of the Central Com- 
mittee of the Communist Party usually estab- 
lish broad chemicsl research and development 
plans. Fundamental research in many topics 
frequently shows little coordinated planning, 
however, and duplication of work i& evident. 
Scientific findings often are not utilized or 
systematically followed-up in a 16gicM man- 
ner. These tehdencies exist in other flelds 
also and have resulted in a general reorgani- 
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eXTENT AND ADEQUACY OF PRESENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH FACILITIES 

ziation of science as part ai the recent eco- 
nomic reorganization. Research programs 
now are plannfl to result in the greatest gain 
to industry in the shortest time possible. In 
addition, academicians currently act as con- 
sultants to the ministries in formulating their 
.work programs. 

Special groups have been formed to study or 
coordinate research efforts where problems of 
major importance are recognized. Examples 
of these groups have.- the Committee of 
Rocket Technology and the Aocrdemy of Sci- 
ences’ Commission on Chromatography. An- 
nual conferences on a wide variety of tech- 
nical topics attempt to keep the public and 
workers informed of progress and desirable 
new lines of endeavor. 

Applied research is under varying degrees 
of control. The glass flbers program, for ex- 
ample, shows little evidence of centrallsed 
planning as contrasted to the petroleum re- 
search program where there is concerted plan- 
ning and control. Effective control of re- 
search and proper security appear to be main- 
tained in work which is monitored by the 
Ministry of Defense. 

Exchange of information among Bloc coun- 
tries is being implemented through the Coun- 
cil for Economic Mutual Assistance (CEMA). 
The use of this organization for exchange of 
research information is a new role and will 
provide for a wide exchange of technology be- 
tween Satellites and the-USSR, with the 
USSR gaining the greatest benefit, 

Soviet library and reference facilities are 
. excellent. There is evidence that the Soviets 

receive and exploit most U.S. chemical re- 
search literature.* Open published Soviet lit- 
erature frequently is a masterful compendium 
of U.S. research work. Literature-survey type 
of applied research will probably be carried 
out more frequently during the next ten years 
thus shortening laboratory research time but 
leaving process and “know-how” problems 

The USSR has spent enormous amounts of 
money in buildings and equipment to support 
organic and biochemical research. Equip- 
ment in these facilities is comparable to that 
in the best U.S. research laboratories. Soviet 
Union facilities appear adequate for all phases 
of organic chemistry research. These facili- 
ties are adequately equipped with automatic 
recording spectrographs (frequently Soviet- 
made) for ultra-violet, infra-red, and Raman 
spectra. The USSR has developed a good 
electron microscope of moderate resolution 
( SO-50Aa). Soviet-made X-ray diffraction 
equipment is also widely used. 

There are no indications that ion exchange 
resin research facilities will be greatly ex- 
*Monograph 11 diacueses the avallabillt of for- 

eign sclentitlc Uterature in some detail (see Letace). 

Still to be solved. 

panded during the next decade. On the other 
hand, laboratories concerned wit& macromo- 
lecular chemistry may show a growth of about 
25 percent because of the Soviet desire to build 
a strong rubber and plastics industry. Pres- 
ent facilities are adequate to cover the entire 
spectrum of macromolecul&r research but are 
too few to perform adequate applications re- 
search. These facilities are headed by out- 
standing men and are located in the Lenin- 
grad and Moscow areas. 

Among the notable USSR physical chemis- 
try facilities are the Institute of Physical 
Chemistry imeni L. Ya. Karpov, MMstry of 
Chemical Industry, and the .Institute of 
Chemical Physics, Academy of Sdences, 
USSR, ‘both in Moscow. There are many 
other institutes wi th  quality equipment of 
Soviet origin; e.g., the Institute of High Pre8- 
sure8 and the Institute of Physical chemistry 
imeni Lebedev. In the fleld of spectroscopy, 
the Soviets have built a satisfactory ruling 
machine; and specialized gratings for high 
resolution work are now available. 

Nuclear chemistry currently occupies a 
favored position in the USSR as a rksult of 
major Soviet emphasis on nuclear weapons 
and peaceful uses of nuclear energy. When 
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the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences, 
USSR, established the Commission on the 
problem of Uranium in 1940, it was only nec- 
essary to re-orient and intensify extsting pro- 
grm on nuclear chemistry at the Radium 
Institute imeni V. Q. Khlopin, Leningrad; the 
Institute of Chemical Physics; the Moscow 
State University imeni M. V. Lomonosov; other 
leading institutions; and to also allocate re- 
s e a ~ c h  to less well-known organizations. By 
1957, additional specialized facilities existed 
in the Soviet Union. 

Other outstanding institutes concerned 
with nuclear chemistry are the Institute for 
Physical Chemistry imeni L. V. Pisarahevsky 
ai the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev, 
the Institute for aeochemistry and Analytic 
Chemistry imeni Vernadskiy, and the Re- 
search Institute for Physical Chemistry imeni 
L. Ya. Karpov. 

At the present time, the Soviets are con- 
centrating on providing more and better 
chemical engineering research facilities in 
both educational and industrial institutes. 
The equipment in them facilities is quite good, 
although much of it is developed from foreign 
designs. 

&tensive and adequate research facilities 
for fundamental research related to solid pro- 
pellants and explosives are available in labo- 
ratories of the Academy of Sciences, USSR, 
and institutes under various industrial minis- 
tries, the hdinistry of Defense, and the hdinis- 
try of Higher Education, The same is general- 
ly true for basic research in unconventional 
fuels. In the latter case, there has been some 
evidence that facilities under the old Ministry 
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of Aviation Industry * and the Ministry of De- 
fense have not been very good. This deficiency 
should be overcome during the period of this 
estimate because of the high priority on un- 
conventional fuels research. Soviet solid pro- 
pellant technology lags that of the United 
States. There is a shortage of the necessary 
fabrication research which will probably be 
overcome if sufacient priority is accorded the 
solid propellants research program. Such 
priority may now be in &e&. 

The expanding facilities of the Soviet Union 
are adequate to conduct all types of funda- 
mental research necessary for the support of 
an active program in conventional liquid fuels 
and petrochemicals. Facilities for synthetic 
fuels research, however, are not likely to be 
expanded. 

The most significant institute likely to pro- 
duce new lubricants with properties required 
by future high-temperature performance en- 
gines is the Central Scient& Research Insti- 
tute of Aviation Fuels and Oils, of the old 
Ministry of Aviation Industry, Moscow. Arc- 
tic lubricants were developed at this institute 
earlier and the present program of synthetic 
organic chemistry could develop new and ef- 
fective high-temperature lubricants. 

Routine research has improved instrumen- 
tation in refining processes, and the Soviet 
Union claims self-sufficiency in instrumen- 
tation. With the general improvement of 
petroleum technology in the last ten yearn, 
it is believed that USSR research facilities wlll 
be on a par in quality, if not in extent, with 
those of the United States Mall flelds of h- 
portance. 

QUALITY, QUANTITY, AND EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF MANPOWER ** 
There &e a large number of well-trained cal sciences which is a slightly greater num- 

chemists performing quality research in most ber than the estimated 14,000 (1951) U.S. sci- 
fields of chemistry in the Soviet Union. A ‘ entists in the same category. The reported 
breakdown of scientific personnel by specialty 6,000 (1957) advanced degree holders in chem- 
is not available; but theim are reported (1957) , 
to be 58,000 Soviets 
chemical ~~CMOMY and an additional 18,000 
Soviets doing research and teaching in chemi- 

*This mlnlatry was replaced by the State Cam- 
mittee of Aviation Technology on 14 December IQW. 

** Monooraph m provides a detailed dfscwion on 
Soviet acientifk manpower (see Preface). 

and employed 



istry compare much less favorably with the 
approximate 17,000 in the United States 
(1057). It should be noted, however, that a 
large number of Soviets with advanced degrees 
in technical sciences are trained in chemistry. 
In the macromolecular phase of organic chem- 
istry, USSR chemists are generally comparable 
in training to U.S. chemists in similar posi- 
tiom of responsibility. We believe, however, 
that the United Staka has a larger number of 
such chemists; and their overall training, back- 
ground, and competence as 8 group is-better 
than in the Soviet Union. Among the out- 
standing Soviet contributors are I. N. Nazarov, 
whose work in acetylene and its application 
in synthetic rubber is on a par with Walter 
Reppe in Germany; B. A. Dogadkin, known 
for work on vulcanization and mechanisms of 
elastic deformation; A. P. Aleksandrov, dielec- 
tric and stability properties of elastic poly- 
mer$; and A. A. Balandin, polymerization, 
hydrogenation, and catalytic action. 

Physical chemistry' is notable for the quality 
of its outstanding workers such as N. I. Frum- 
kin, an electrochemist; N. N. Semenov, a kinet- 
icist and Nobel Prize winher; and V. A. Frank- 
Kamenetsky, Ya. B. Zeldovich and V. N. Kon- 
drat'iev who are also well known for their 
work in combustion. Other physical chemists 
worthy of note are B. V. Deryagin in surface 
chemistry and M. M. Dubinin in structures 
and adsorbtion. 

Scientists working in unconventional fuels, 
solid propellants and explosives are fewer in 

number but comparable in quality to those in 
the United States. The quality and quantlty 
of Soviet petroleum technologists are inferior 
to those in the United States. 

The apparent numerical disparity between 
U.S. and USSR manpower in chemical sci- 
ences should be evaluated in view of several 
important factors. The U.S. chemical indus- 
try is much larger than the USSR chemical 
industry and has a f a r  greater consumer goods 
effort in such fields as paints, plasticS, and 
synthetic flbers. It is significant that a large 
proportion of the Soviet effort is in research 
and teaching. In critical and priority areas 
of chemistry, they have utilized their scien- 
tific manpower very effectively. This can be 
seen in many fields such as organophosphorus 
chemistry where they are probably superior to 
the West and also in Soviet advances in the 
nuclear deld. The present reorganization of 
Soviet science should further increase the ef- 
fective utilization of their chemical man- 
power, although the rapid expansion of facffl- 
ties now underway will be a major obstacle for 
many years. In the field of industrial science 
and consumer goods, the emphasis on design 
for minimal use will probably result in poor 
utilization of manpower and materials. We 
estimate, however, that Soviet chemical man- 
power will be adequate for priority research 
efforts during the period of this estimate with 
an increasing ability to devote at least mod- 
erate attention to consumer goods research. 

SOVIET OBJECTIVES, MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS, TRENDS, 
AND FUTURE CAPABILITIES IN BASIC RESEARCH 

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
.Basic Research 

The Soviet objective in basic organic r e  
search is complete mastery of the funda- 
mental and theoretical aspects as a basis for 
building up their synthetic organic chemical 
industry. 

While much Soviet research ih organic 
chemistry has been empirical, the extent and 
quantity of published work indicate that they 

have achieved a good background of knowl- 
edge and capability in the fleld. This is true 
especially in those areas important to national 
defense. Much of their work is generally con- 
centrated in are88 exploited 3 to 5 years ago 
in the United States. Access to U.S. work is 
current, however, and Within the next ten 
years, USSR research should more closely par- 
allel U.S. research. Trends already exhibited 
in the Soviet Union will be continued for the 
period of this estimate as follows: (1) develop 



ment of a wide variety of organic compounds 
through synthesis from acetylene to provide 
monomers, compounds of medicinal impor- ’ tance, and new-organopesticides; (2) synthe- 
sis of organosulfur compounds, organometallic 

, mercury, organolithium, organoboron, organo- 
tin,’and organolead compounds; (3) increased 

. . research on fluorocarbons and ferrocene; (4) 
increased study of theoretical structure and 
correlation of structure with color and spec- 
tral characteristics of organic chemicals. 

Advances will probably be made in the area 
of plastics, synthetic fibers, pharmaceuticals, 
habbers, foodstuffs, food processes, and or- 

l ganic chemical intermediates. 

brganophosphorus Chemistry 
Organophosphorus research is one seg- 

ment of basic organic research where Soviet 
chemists have conducted outstanding work 
apd made signiflcant contributions to the lit- 
erature. The extensive and intensive research 
and the high professional qualitias of Soviet 
chqx&ts working in the fleld of organophos- 
phorus chemistry indicate that the USSR has 
a capability for research in this field which is 
probably greater than that of the United 
States. From a military standpoint, the Se 

United States in this fleld. The Soviets have 
been active in the field of organophosphorus 
chemistry for years, and since 1945, it has 
been-one of the more important fields of chem- 
ical research. These compounds have a large 
number of valuable industrial and military 
uses. The two most significant applications 
are for insecticides and CW nerve agents. The 
achievements of such leading men in the field 
as A. Ye. Arbuzov, B. A. Arbuzov, and M. I. 
Kabachnik are secluded by Soviet secrecy re- 
garding some of their work. However, the 
papers published by these men and the re- 
search groups under them are far more nu- 
merous than the total work published in the 
West and are of comparable quality. The So- 
viet Union will probably continue or increase 
the current level of research. The Soviet ob- 
jectives in the continued emphasis on research 
and development of these types of compounds 
are to provide new and improved products for 
both industrial and war uses. 

, vlet Union may be five years in advance of the 

Macromolecular Substances 
General Soviet research in macromolecular 

chemistry is directed toward utilization of 
vast resources, especially natural gas which 
could well become the most important source 
of raw materials for the entire macromolecu- 
lar materials industry. The goal is to bring 
the USSR macromolecular industry to a par 
with, or if possible to surpass, that of the 
United States. In the period of this estimate, 
the Soviet Union will show some improvement 
in applying basic research to industrial proc- 
esses, control, and production, but in general 
the USSR will stil l  lag the United States. 

The Soviets have had an annual Soviet‘ 
Bloc Congress in Moscow on ‘The Chemistry 
and Physics of High Polymers” for the past 
nine years. This annual meeting is giving the 
Soviets a f a r  greater capability in plastics 
research than they could possibly hope to 
achieve by themselves. The Council of Eco- 
nomic Mutual Assistance (CEMA) which was 
founded in 1949, held its fhst meeting in 1956 
in its new role of planner and coordinator of 
all research efforts of the Satellites in syn- 
thetic flbers, plastics, and dielectrics. Effec- 
tive coordination of work of the many Bloc lab- 
oratories and scientists involved will pose a 
threat to the technological superiority of the 
free world in macromolecular materials. 

The Soviet Union has made no significant 
original advances in rubber chemistry within 
the last flve years; it has, however, developed 
tubeless tires which are copies of U.S. tires. 
Soviet scientists are developing basic data in 
rubber polymerization, in structure as it re- 
lated to performance, in compounding, and 
in curing. They are also advancing in use of 
modern laboratory techniques employing in- 
frared and/or ultraviolet rays, X-ray tech- 
nology, and modern ultra-centrifuges. Future 
achievements will probably include better 
quality finished products. 

The Soviets have conducted little basic re- 
search on the established products of the plas- 
tics industry such as phenolics, amino plas- 
tics, polystyrene, and vinyl plastics. Most of 
their research effort has been to improve the 
utilization of these products. The low USSR 



U c u l t .  During the peri& of this estimate, 
however, there will be progress in advancing 
pilot plant operations to limited production 
of fluorocarbon resins, utilizing purchased 
Western technologO and equipment. 

The Soviets can be expected to make prog- 
ress in silicone and other high temperature 
,resin chemtstry. They have been successful 
in applying Soviet-developed silicone resin 
technology to pilot operations. Laboratories 
of the world including those of the Soviet 
Union are actively engaged in basic research 
work to develop new classes of high tempera- 
ture polymers, Hlgh-speed and supersonic 
missile and aircraft developments are stimu- 
lating this work, but little progress is expected 
to be made by the Soviet Bloc and possibly the 
entire free world during the period of the 
estimate. , .  

The Soviets have shown appreciable prog- 
ress in synthetic fiber research during the 

. past five years. They have mgde rapid stride8 
in polyamide flber development and produc- 
tion. During the period of this estimate, the 
USSR synthetic fiber industry will probably 
show more rapid expansion than any other 
segment of the macromolecular industry and 
the USSR may come close to but still will not 
surpass the level of the U.S. technology in 
synthetic fibers. 

Most Soviet produced Anished plastics ikns  
are simple and of plain design, and barely ade- 
quate for their intended purpose. There is 
an apparent lack of knowledge on fabrication 
of intricate parts which limits the usefulness 
of their plastics. The USSR lags the United 
States by 3 to 5 years in the development of 
design data suitable for greater utilization of 
plastics. The Soviets probably will not reach 
a par with the United States in applkation of 
plastics within the period of this estimate. 

i 

req&re a hundred-fold increase in Soviet ef- 
forts to accomplish these objectives and to 
serve adequately the food, pharmaceutical, 
metallurgical, electric power, and medical in- 
dustries. 

Soviet scientists have published f a y  ex- 
tensively on ion exchange resin research, The 
International Conference on “Peaceful Uses 
of Atomic Energy” held in Cbneva, 8-20 Au- 
gust 1955, exhibited .Soviet scientists’ knowl- 
edge on the use of ion exchange resins for nu- 
clear materials analysis and refinement, D. I. 
Ryabchikov presented an excellent paper en- 
titled: “Chromatographic Determination of 
Uranium in Various Materials,” which is a 
good example of the high Soviet capability to 
do this work. The Soviet advances in the field 
of semi-conductors may have been helped by 
their ability to utilize ion exchange resins in 
the chemistry of rare earths. E. N. Gapon, 
T. B. Gapon, V. V. Rschinsky, 0. M. Todes, 
and N. A. Ivnaylov are outstandhg in the 
theoretical aspects of ion exchange research. 
The effect of ionizing radiation on ion ex- 
change resins encountered in nuclear energy 
research is important in connection with dia- 
position of radioactive waste and separatian 
of radioactive isotopes and is considered an 
important research problem in t h e  United 
States. The amount of research that the So- 
viets have published in this field has been 
small. 

The Soviets have published little on specac 
process applications of ion exchange resins. 
It is believed that these products are not used 
as widely in the USSR as in the United States. 
The trend will be to develop more effective 
and specific ion exchange resins for many 
segments of Soviet industry. Their capability 
to do basic research to obtain hproved and 
possibly new ion exchange resins, however, 
will probably continue at the present level. A 
major problem will be the development of 
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applied technology far specific use of ion ex- 
’ change resins in various segments of indus- 

p l r o g r e ~ ~  will be slow but published West- - technology should assist them appreciably. 

pharmaceutical Research 
m e  soviet Union is currently Using many 

pharmaceuticals which do not meet drug 
as qxciAed in the U.S. Pharmaco- 

poeia. New Soviet regulations, however, re- 
q e e  that vaccines and biologicals meet ade- 
q u t e  standards for protection of the public, 
and it is believed that correspondingly im- 
p r o v e d  standards enforcement will also be 
established for pharmaceuticals. These ac- 
tions should result in the removal of many 
preparations from the market and in the im- 
provement of a number of Soviet preparations. 
Examples of preparations which could not be 
sold ethically in the United States include: 
Albomycin (antibiotic, a 10 percent pure prep- 
aration of grisein) ; Pantocrine (a tonic made 
from powdered reindeer horn) ; LSB or thera- 
peutic serum of Belen’kiy (detoxifying agent 
and partia3 blood volume expander made from 
animal tissue); VNS or species non-speciftc 
serum (despeciated animal plasma) ; and Ek- 
moline (antibiotic, fbh tissue extract). 

Over the next ten years, effective and safe 
preparations will appear in the Soviet Union 
which should more than adequately replace 
presently inferior products. The Soviets are 
well-aware of their deficiencies and are being 
encouraged to adhere to a comprehensive re- 
search plan during the next flve years to cor- 
rect them. Pharmacological research has sup 
ported work in critical areas but pharmaceu- 
tical preparations have varied greatly In qual- 
ity. The Soviet Five-Year Plan in this field 
indicates areas that require increased em- 
phasis and will result In broadening the scope 
Of pharmacological research. It is probable 
that in a few areas of pharmaceutical re- 
search, USSR work will be more advanced 
than that in Western countries. Soviet sci- 
entists have achieved some excellent research 
results in spasmolytic drugs related to atro- 
pine, on the pharmacology of alkaloids ob- 
Wried from native plants, on sulfa drugs, and 
On blood plasma expanders and additives. The 
Soviets are also giving increased research em- 
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phasis to flelds where they now have less com- 
petence. This emphasis should ensure some 
progress in tranquilizing agents, antibiotics, 
cardiovascular therapeutic agents, cytotoxic 
agents, vitamins, and hormones. The USSR 
and U.S. research programs should become 
more similar by the end of this estimate peri- 
od with continued USSR strength in the arm 
of present competence. It is highly doubtful, 
however, that USSR capabilities will approach 
the present high position of the United States 
in pharmaceutical research for many years. 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
Reaction Kinetics and Combustion 

Soviet past and current research in the field 
of theoretical reaction kinetics is equivalent 
to or more advanced than similar research 
in the West. However, Soviet chemical kinet- 
icists have not advanced as far as those in 
the West in experimental technique and utili- 
zation of theory in applied research. In the 
past, their experimental data has not always 
supported their sound theoretical research. 
An exception to this is in the field of com- 
bustion where since 1943 research has been 
slanted toward military and industrial end- 
items. In both basic and applied combustion 
research, the USSR matches the Western 
countries and is possibly ahead in some as- 
pects. The outstanding performances of So- 
viet aircraft and guided missiles attest to the 
efPectiveness of the combustion research effort. 

The center of Soviet basic research in the 
above fields is the Institute of Chemical Phys- 
ics, hboscow, where world renowned physical 
chemists such as N. N. Semenov, Ya. B. Zeldo- 
vich and D. A. Frank-Kamenetskly have ad- 
vanced the understanding of chemical kinet- 
ics. These scientists introduced .the theory 
of chain reactions to explain combustion phe- 
nomena. Useful concepts resulted which ad- 
vanced the understanding of detonation, flame 
propagation, and combustion. These develop 
ments were made flrst in the USSR and are 
now also used extensively in the West for 
clarifying crucial problems connected with 
combustion in burners and engines. 

Soviet research in chemical kinetics is mak- 
ing increased use of mathematics in the study 
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of chemical reactions involving free radicals 
and radioactive elements. The concept of re- 
action mechanism which has been developed 
will be applied to investigation of reactions 
of industrial value. 

The Soviets will continue to emphasize the 
theoretical rather than applied study of chem- 
ical kinetics. Quantitative rather than qual- 
itative knowledge of chemical process will be 
sought and much eflort will be expended to 
improve experimentd techniques with the aid 
of new and improved instruments. 

Nude& Chemistry 
Nuclear chemistry was already well-estab- 

Wed in the Soviet Union in 1940, when the 
Commission on the Problem of Uranium be- 
gan to emphasize the importance of this del& 
Since 194'7, when the Arst Soviet nuclear reac- 
tor became critical, extensive reviews have ap- 
peared on radioactive isotopes. Nuclear chem- 
istry techniques in the Soviet Union now play 
important roles in medicine, agriculture, geol- 
ogy, and other sciences; These techniques 
are especially advanced in chemical engineer- 
ing and metallurgy. 
Nuclear chemistry research appears well on 

its way to becoming one of the most p0pular 
and successful endeavors of the Soviet Union. 
The trend will be to continue and expand 
highly successful programs such as those on 
the chemistry of rare earths which have been 
in progress at the Moscow State University 
since about 1046 and also at the institutes of 
the Academy of Sciences, USSR. . 

The Soviet Union did not appear to com- 
pare favorably with the United States in the 
field of nuclear chemistry at the 1955 Geneva 
Conference on Peaceful Uses, but this condi- 
tion probably resulted from Soviet security 
measures in most aspects of nuclear chemistry 
which were covered at  this conference. The 
fundamentals of nuclear chemistry in some of 
these restricted areas evidently were well 
known by the Soviets, a8 confirmed by subse- 
quent publications and discussions on ion ex- 
change, solvent extraction, redox reactions, 
and copredpitation phenomena essential to 
the recovery of Assionable materials and radio- 
isotopes. 

Electrochemistry 
Soviet electrochemical research is predomi- 

nantly theoretical and is directed toward the 
investigation of chemical sourm of electric 
current and the mechanisms of electrochem- 
ical synthesis, electro-processes of metals, and 
oxidation-reduction. reactions. A. N. Fnun- 
kin, an outstanding authority on electrode 
processes and mechanisms, is a pioneer in the 
field of electrochemistry of surface phenom- 
ena. As a consequence of his early funda- 
mental work in thh comparatively new field, 
Professor Frumkin has conducted some inter- 
esting theoretical and applied studies on pro- 
tection of metals against corrodon. The bal- 
ance of the applied electrochedeal research 
program in the USSR has concentrated 
largely on electrolytic processes which are 
important in the recovery of metals and on 
the improvement of standard processes such 
as are used in caustic soda-chlorine cells. The 
primary fields of emphasis are currently the 
mechanisms of electro-processes in electrolysis 
of solutions, the problems of chemical sources 
at current, and protection of metals against 
corrosion. 

Catalysis 

The Soviet catalysis research program is ex- 
tensive and comprehensive as determined by 
the variety and quality of publications in this 
field. This Soviet research has been notable 
for many years. The most significant accom- 
plishment was that of S. V. Lebedev who syn- 
thesized butadiene from ethanol, openbg the 
way to the commercial manufacture of syn- 
thetic rubber. Recent research at the Insti- 
tute of Physical Chemistry heni I. Ya Kar- 
pov apd at the institute of Physical Chem- 
istry imeni Pisarzhevsky, Kiev, has developed 
methods to simplify catalysis research. 

The Soviet program for improving method- 
ology is characterized by an increasing use of 
the technique of low-angle light scattering as 
an investigative procedure. This technique 
gives promise of substantiating certain the- 
ories suggesting that surface defects are pos- 
sible centers of catalytic activity. The in- 
creasing volume of work in deposited cata- 
lysts, particularly plathum on charcoal, indi- 



cates that there will be an intensmed effort 
to study these materials and to benefit Soviet 
technology by using those unusual catalytic 
reactions which can be effected by many of 
the rare metals; 

spe!ctroscopy 
The objective of Soviet research in spec- 

troscopy is to use this optical method for in- 
vestigating the composition, structure, and 
basic energy relationships of matter. A cur- 
rent speciflc objective of Soviet work is to 
ellmlnate the few neglected fields such as 
high resolution spectroscopy. 

Soviet spectroscopy has had a few achievh 
ments to its credit. Acoompllshments which 
have been published and received Soviet re- 
wards generally have been of the applied type. 
Fundamental research, however, has aided in 
the compilation of dependable Raman spectra 
data for the identification of individual sub- 
stances. The recent work of A. M. Prokhorev 
and B. M. Kozyrev in microwave spectroscopy 
and the work of A. N. Terenin on molecular 
spectroscopy is receiving high evaluation by 
foreign scientists. 

There will be an increasing trend toward a 
greater volume of research in atomic struc- 
ture and high resolution spectroscopy because 
of the availability of high precision gratings. 
These gratings are available through the ex- 
istence of a satisfactory Soviet ruling machine 
or through purchase from abroad. Certain 
fields such as spark, emission, and adsorption 
spectroscopy will receive increased emphasis 
at the expense of analytical spectroscopy. 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
The Soviet objectives to modernize and en- 

large the existing chemical industry and to 
start the production of new materials now in 
the laboratory stage depend greatly on chem- 
ical engineering. The area of chemical engi- 
neering which plays the most important role 
in the scaling-up of laboratory processes and 
also in the improvement of existing processes 
through equipment design and procedural 
changes is the so-called unit operations, such 
as distillation, heat transfer, and fluid flow. 

The Soviet Union and the United States were 
the fist countries to treat these operations as 
unitized concepts, studying the pertinent vari- 
ables without regard to specific industrial a p  
plications. .This approach in great measure 
has contributed to the creation of a very em- 
cient chemical industry in the United States, 
the most important factor being the efaciency 
achieved in going from small to large-scale 
operations. The Soviet Union does not have 
a sufacient number of trained chemical engi- 
neers to apply this concept of unit Operations 
to create a chemical industry comparable to 
that of the United States. This fact is fully 
appreciated by the Directors of the three most 
important chemical engineering research and 
teaching installations within the Ministry of 
Higher Education which are the Moscow In- 
stitute of Chemical Technology imeni D. I. 
Mendeleyev, the Moscow Institute of Chemical 
Machine Building, and the Leningrad Insti- 
tute of Chemical Technology imeni Lensoviet. 
Facilities for training chemical engineers are 
being greatly increased and the most modern 
equipment provided to remedy the situation. 
Although the top chemical engineers in the 
Soviet Union are comparable with those in 
the United States and the plans for training 
new chemical engineers are possibly more ex- 
tensive, the Soviets are not equal to the United 
States in this field. 

Engineers are trained extensively in the in- 
dustrial ministries in addition to those trained 
in the general field of chemical engineering 
by institutes of the Ministry of Higher Edu- 
cation. An example of the product of indus- 
trial training is the quite impressive study on 
the drying of .peat conducted by engineers in 
the Moscow Peat Research Institute. This 
degree of specialization in the basic training 
is much more prevalent in the USSR than in 
the United States and could accrue to the 
advantage of the Soviet Union when sufficient 
numbers of chemical engineers with more 
general training are available. However, 
specialization does not lend itself to the flexi- 
bility that is possessed by U.S. trained chem- 
ical engineers. 

Within the period covered by this estimate, 
the Soviet Union might well approach equal- 
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ity with the United States in the fleld of chem- 
ical engineering research when the impact is 
felt of the current emphasis on increased 
number of students with good training in the 
field. The one factor which might delay this 
possible equality could be the introduction in 
the United States of an improved and broader 
fundamental theory which would provide a 
basis for correlating all heat and mass trans- 
fer operations. 

PROPELLANTS AND EXPLOSIVES 
The quite limited information available 

since World War 11 on Soviet interests in pro- 
pellants and explosives is obtained primarily 
from open scienmc literature and returned 
German scientists who were recruited by the 
Soviets after World War II. 

Unconventional Liqdd Fuels 
Hppe7golfC Fuels. The Soviet program for 

the development of liquid propellants for 
rocket power plants is emphasidng overall 
reliable performance rather than high energy 
content. 

Since World War XI, extensive research on 
the selection of fuels hypergolic With nitric 
acid has been carried out by the Soviets and 
by the Germans in the USSR. The reasons 
for Soviet interest in these fiiels are probably 
their safe and sure ignition and smooth-burn- 
ing qualities, plus their adaptability as addi- 
tives in high-performance fuels without reduc- 
tion of overall performance. A large number 
of chemicals suitable to varying degrees for 
self-ignition with nitric acid have been tested 
in the USSR. Of these potential fuels, td- 
ethylamine seems to be of greatest interest to 
the Soviets because of availability of raw ma- 
terials and existence of production facilities. 
It is probably being used and will be used in 
the future in the form of Tonka 250 * in a 
Wasserfall-type missile since combustion 
chamber tests in Wasserfall engines have al- 
ready been made by the Soviets with Tonka 

, 

. 250 and nitric acid. 
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The Soviets will probably continue to use 
these reliable hypergolic fuels and will con- 
tinue to be capable of producing them in time 
of war. 

Oxidfzers. During 1046-51, the Soviets ex- 
tensively investigated concentrated hydrogen 
peroxide as an oxidizer in bipropellant sys- 
tems for rocket-propelled aircraft. This work 
was carried out by German scientists at Plant 
1, Podbemiye. Although the Soviets are capo- 
ble of manufacturing concentrated hydrogen 
peroxide either by electrolytic or non-elec- 
trolytic processes, they are not using the com- 
pound as an oxidizer in rocket motors. 

The current Soviet use of white fuming 
nitric acid as an oxidber for antiaircraft mis- 
sile fuels follows past German practice in the 
field. The choice of nitric acid by the Soviets 
is probably because nitric acid is easier to 
handle than hydrogen peroxide. In addition, 
nitric acid is more economical to produce and 
more abundant in supply. 

The Soviets followed former German lines of 
development in the use of liquid oxygen and 
ethyl alcohol in their modifled V-2 nllssile. 
Experiments on replacing ethyl alcohol with 
kerosene were carried out in 1950 by aermans 
at NII 88, Branch 1, ,Ostashkov. It is esti- 
mated that the Soviets are now Using kero- 
sene instead of ethyl alcohol. The changes 
carried out by Qermans at Plant 456, Khlmki, 
and at NII 88, Branch 1, Ostashkov, to gain 
increased thrust in the propulsion system in- 
volved operation at a higher combustion 
chamber preseure and an increased propellant 
consumption rate. Hypergolic ignition so far 
has not been considered important for this 
type of missile, and innovations in design to 
provide for the use of a high-energy fuel have 
not been attempted. However, the possible 
use of high-energy fuels may be an important 
factor in future designs. 

High-Energy Components. Chemicals with 
heat of combustion per unit volume exceeding 
110 percent of the value for kerosene are called 
high-energy fuels. Highknergy fuels are gen- 
erally harder or more expensive to manufac- 
ture and handle. With the exception of hy- 
drazine hydrate and boron high-energy fuels, 



a w e  is only limited eyidence of Soviet activ- 
its leading to the use of high-energy. chemi- 
cals as propellants at this time. 

The Soviets have had a competent boron 
fuel program since 1949, which appears to be 
Tdatively modest if judged by the limited 
amount of data available for intelligence 
analysis. This program has been carried out 
primarily at the Institute of General and In- 
organic Chemistry imeni N. s. Kurnakov and 
could be at  the same level of development as 
that of the United States. The Soviet boron 
fuel program should continue to develop as 
fast as that of the West. Adequate quantities 
of diborane, 80 intermediate in the produc- 
tion of boron fuels, are available for experi- 
mentation. During the time of this estimate, 
boron fuels will be used in air-breathing en- 

Hydrazine hydrate hss been’tested in rocket 
aircraft in the USSR and probably is available 
for limited operational use at the present time. 

gines of airplanes. 

Solid Propellant# 
Problems having direct bearing on solid pro- 

pellant research have included formulation of 
a propellant with a burning rate which 
changes relatively little with a change in pres- 
sure (the llplateau’’ effect). So far as can be 
determined, the Germans never achieved this 
objective. The Soviets are cognizant of the 
need for attaining a “plateau” effect and, if 
actively interested in the use of solid propel- 
lants for rockets of greater size than those in 
use during World War 11, they will undoubt- 
edly achieve this goal by the end of the esti- 
mate period. 

For a long time, the USSR has been actively 
interested in ammonium nitrate both as an 
explosive and for use as a fertilizer. Ammo- 
nium nitrate has been under consideration by 
the Western powers as an oxidizer in certain 
propellant compositions; but it has the &ad- 
vantage of being extremely hydroscopic, and 
it also undergoes an undesirable phase change 
at operatiolid temperatures. The Soviets 
have successfully solved the hydroscopic prob- 
lem in fertilizer applications. Their published 
articles also indicate an awareness of the 

phase change problem, and it is possible that 
a successful solution has been devised for this 
problem as it has been in the United States. 

Much of the Soviet literature on pbtential 
materials ‘for solid propellants is directly as- 
sociated with other applications. A recent 
paper on the compatibility of nitrocellulose 
with other high polymers, for example, was 
written by a worker at the Central Scientific 
Research Institute for Leather Substitutes, 
Moscow. 

The status of the USSR on double-base 
smokeless powder was revealed in speciflca- 
tions supplied the United States during World 
War 11. The USSR product was more easily 
extruded but was inferior in storageability 
to those of the United States and United King- 
dom. Beyond this creditable beginning in 
comparison with the United States, USSR 
achievements in the development of solid pro- 
pellants are not known. Considering their 
capability in combustion and other related 
flelds of basic research, it is estimated that the 
Soviet Union isprobably on a level with the 
United States in solid propellants. 

Btplosives 
Research and development eflorts of the 

Soviet Union in the field of explosives are 
primarily along the following lines: 1) Re- 
search for new mixtures and compounds 
which have not been tried and reconsideration 
of known explosives which had been consid- 
ered and dismissed; 2) Attempts to overcome 
shortcomings in stability, process procedures, 
and safety features which would enable the 
military to use known powerful but presently 
deemed unsuitable explosive compositions; S) 
Fundamental research efforts to better under- 
stand the mechanism of producing explosives 
including the ef€ect of pressure, temperature, 
and density upon the burning of explosives 
and the theory of explosions. 

Available information has not revealed the 
development of any greatly improved new So- 
viet explosive nor is any such product antici- 
pated within the period considered in this 
study. In view of the classified nature of 
research in military explosives, it is possible 
but not probable that the Soviets have pro- 
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duced improved explosives composed of sub- 
stances or xziixtures unknown outside the So- 
viet Union. Since USSR acceptance, specifica- 
tions for military explosives are not as strin- 
gent as those of the United States some of the 
known powerful explosives might first find 
acceptance by the USSR. In the field of ap- 
plied explosives research, significant work is 
being carried out by A. T. Titov in the Lab- 
oratory of Organic Chemistry at the Military 
Academy of Chemical Defense imeni K. M. 
Voroshilov, Ministry of Defense and by K. K. 
Andreev at the Institute of Chedcal Physics, 
Academy of Sciences, USSR. In addition, 
fundamental research in explosives has been 
carried out by D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiy and 
N. N. Semenov of the Institute of Chemical 
Physics. 

No major achievements in explosives are ex- 
pected within the period covered by this esti- 
mate. The existing explosives do not allow 
much room far an increase in energy output 
by chemical reaction, especially when com- 
pared with the order of magnitude available 
by other mechanisms such as nuclear q 1 0 -  
siOnS. 
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PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY 

Conventional Liquid Fuels 
Much of the basic research in organic and 

physical chemistry conducted in the Soviet 
Union has been and is oriented towards the 
study of petroleum, its derivatives, and cata- 
lysts for processing it. Organic chemical re- 
search includes attempts to develop additives, 
which wil l  improve storage stability, and to 
reduce engine knock. Physical chemistry ef- 
forts are directed toward understandhg the 
generallaws governing catalysis so that cheap 
native clays can be used in refhing processes. 
The most notable trends in the basic research 
program are toward an increasing-use of radio- 
isotopes, improvement of polymerization tech- 
niques to support lubricant development, and 
the use of oxidation techniques to support 
petrochemical development. 

Soviet research includes exploration, drill- 
ing, and recovery. Less conventional explora- 

tion methods * have been investigated for the 
purpose of developing a positive method of 
locating oil deposits. Inconsistent results in 
these methods, however, have caused a return 
to research on the more conventional methods 
of exploration. The microbiological method 
of oil exploration has resulted h, a microbio- 
logical mapping of large areas of the Caspian 
Sea bottom near Baku. The geochemical 
method was investigated by Dr. V. A. Sokolov. 

The outstanding USSR achievement in the 
field of petroleum production research has 
been the successful development of turbine 
drills, which are being licensed for fabrication 
in France and the United States. There a p  
pears to be a trend toward expansion of drill- 
ing research with investigation of new tech- 
niques such as "blast-drilling." 

The USSR is conducting a research program 
for improving the rate of flow of crude oil from 
dormant wells, which is comparable to that of 
the United States. 

The Soviets conduct research on underwater 
drilling at a special lastitute near Baku, 
GCipromorneft (State Institute of Sea [Under- 
water] Petroleum Projects). The Soviet Un- 
ion hw made m e  advances in th5s field but 
they will not reach the level of Western tech- 
nology in a decade. 

The Soviets have made some signifkant con- 
tributions to reflning technology. The out- 
standing contribution was the discovery by 
A. M. Rubhshteyn (published in 1940’s) of the 
transforming properties’ exerted by platinum 
catalysts on certain hydocarbons, improving 
their octane rating. Commercial appllcation, 
however, lagged the United States by about 
six years. 

There have been numerous studies in the 
USSR on the catalytic activity of certain nat- 
ural clays as possible Houdry catalysts. Cata- 
lytic refining and the general level of refining 
technoloa in the USSR, nevertheless, lag the 
United States and will continue to 80 
through 1967. 

Soviet research in conventional oil exRloraUon 
methods such as the selsmlc, gravimetric, etc. is 
treated in Monograph VI, Geophysical Sdences. 
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..(.me mown Soviet accomplishment in 
&flsld of synthetic liquid fuels has been the 
publicatiop of a series of well-received papers 
OIL.) the Fischer-Tropch ( C o a l  gaSil8catiOn) 
process by Ya. T. Eidus and A. N. B a s h k i r O V  
of t w ~ c a d e m y  of Sciences, USSR The es- 
tab-& of a chair of “Technolggp of Sgn- 
t,h@i~ Liquid Fuel and Gas” at the Moscow 
Institute of Fine Chemical Technology bent 
a&.v. Lomonosov is indicative of a continuhg 
tiit probably not highly signiftcsnt Soviet re- 
search effort in synthetic liquid fuels. 

*etro&eInicals .. 
-F The production‘of useful chemicals through 
petrochemical development was stressed in 
June 1955 by the Communist Party of the So- 
yiet Union. As a result, new facilities are be- 
iPg built and a gradual introduction of hydro- 
formfng and platforming (aromatization proc- 
esses) is modernizing practices for the pro- 
ductidn of aromatic compounds. 

The most active segment of petrochemical 
research in the USSR is the oxidation of par- 
afans such 88 kerosene to produce edible fatty 
acids 118 a way of increasing the food supply. 
In 1956, a conference on this subject was held 
In MOSCOW and was attended by nearly 200 sci- 
entist& 

The Soviets have conducted a narrow but 
adequate petrochemical research program de- 
voted to the synthesis of alcohols; and, cur- 
rently, the USSR is building several plants to 
operate on refinery waste gases. There is no 
discernible trend toward diversification of the 
Soviet petrochemical research program. 

Lubricants 
The objectives of the Soviet research pro- 

gram in lubricants are lower cost components 
and stable products through careful selection 
of base materials or additives. The objective 
of recent research on additives has been to 
overcome the deleterious effects of oxidation 
at high temperature. 

The most signlflcant results of Boviet work 
in the field of lubricant8 are the published 
fundamental research studies on the plas- 
ticity of oils and greases by P. A. Rebinder at 
the Institute of Physical Chemistry of the 
Academy of Sciences, USSR, and applied re- 
search on cold weather lubricants by the Cen- 
tral Institute of Aviation Fuels and Lubri- 
cants, Moscow. 

The trend of Soviet lubricant research is to 
emphasize the investigation and synthesis of 
new liquid compounds to meet the demand for 
increasingly higher temperature service lubri- 
C a n t s .  

SATELLITE AND CHINESE COMMUNIST SUPPORT IN BASIC RESEARCH ’ 

East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Poland 
have made some contributions to Soviet Bloc 
organic research. The quality of East Oer- 
man research is considered superior to that of 
the Soviets. 

East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
and Poland are making very substantial 
contributions in macromolecular research. 
Czechoslovakia is also doing basic research in 
most fields of plastics with emphasis on syn- 
thetic fibers. Hungary has a small but high 
caliber group d scientists working in the field 

The East German plastics research program 
is probably further advanced than that of the 

of plastics. 

Soviet Union in the fields of fluorocarbons, 
films, and ethylene polymerization. East Qer- 
many has competent research scientists such 
as Dr. Werner Winkler, the Minister of the 
Chemical Industry (since 1956) and a profes- 
sor at the Techx$sche Hochshule fuer Chemie, 
Leuna-Merseburg; Dr.’ Johannes NeUes, the 
Director of VEB Werk, Buna; and Dr. Richard 
Mueller, the Head of the Institut fuer Sllikon 
und Fluororganische Chemie in Dresden, to 
name only a few. Plastics research in Czech- 
oslovakia is mainly carried out at the Re- 
search Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry 
in Brno, the Research fnstitute of Rubber and 
Plastics Technology in Qottwaldov, the Re- 
search Center for Technology of Plastics and 
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Rubber in Prague, and the Institute of Syn- 
thetic F'ibers in Svit. Czechoslovakia is not 
as advanced in plastics as is East Germany; 
Czech laboratories are not as well equipped 
nor do they have the quality or quantity of 
scientific people. 

The Soviets are planning to center leader- 
ship of Satellite research in various aspects 
of plastics in the particular country that has 
demonstrated an ability to conduct successful 
research in the specific field. The Satellite 
macromolecular research contribution to the 
Soviet effort will increase appreciably within 
the period of this estimate and will assist 
greatly An reducing the U.S. lead over the 
USSR 

East Germany and Czechoslovakia provide 
most of the Satellite support in research and 
development of ion exchange resins. VEB 
Farbenfabrik Wolfen is the center of such re- 
search in East Germany. The research staff 
of this center has collaborated extensively 
with Soviet chemists. 

Catalysis is a field in which Satellite sup- 
port may be significant during the period of 
the estimate. Outstanding Satellite contribu- 
tions will probably be in basic reseach from 
Hungary and particularly from East Oennany 
where a strenuous effort is being made to 
develop the Institute for Catalytic Research of 
Rostock into an important center of catalyb 
ic research. 

Satellite support in chemical research 
strictly of military significance will be limited. 
Although there is no SinMoviet Bloc uncon- 
ventional fuel program, individual workers 
such as the Polish chemist, Tadeusz Urbanski, 
who has written extensively on the prep- 
tion of potential solid propellant materials, 
may turn out work of vdue to the Sovfets. 

Although almost all of the Satellites have 
conducted research on synthetic liquid fuels, 
most support will probably come from East 
Germany which has experience in synthetic 
fuel development and numerous synthetic fuel 
plants. 
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